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Transition culture offered scholars a terrific way to engage the central policy problems of
postcommunist societies, but did not offer sociologists a good vehicle for exploring ways in which
scholarship could enhance public opinion and efficacy. By exploring the degree to which political
relations between the state and its citizens feature broad, equal, protected, and mutually binding
consultation, and working to figure ways in which those qualities of democracy might be enhanced,
sociologists can engage non-academic audiences in ways that remain independent of political obligation
albeit grounded in democracy’s norms. While such a postcommunist public sociology might most
readily be applied to social movements pressing for democratic change, it also can be considered in
other domains, from gender equality to energy security. By exploring the articulation of these and
other issues within the terms of post-communism’s emerging democracies, sociologists also can refine
and broaden the normative foundations and analytical questions of a more global public sociology.
Key words: public sociology, postcommunist society, emerging democracy.

Much as American sociologists are challenged to escape American presumptions
in their work, sociologists living in postcommunist societies are implicated in the
postcommunist problematic [1]. The choice of the ways in which that problematic
might influence sociological research and teaching has expanded in the last decade,
however. In this essay, I propose a public sociology of emerging democracies as one
way in which sociologists can extend the broader value of their disciplinary work
beyond transition. I focus in particular on the ways in which this problematic is
associated with the study of democratic revolutions, energy security, and gender
inequalities, and how each of these arenas contribute to the motive of public sociology
in emerging democracies.
Postcommunist Problematics
To a considerable extent, especially in the 1990s, sociological research and teaching
was shaped by the terms of transition and its mantras from plan to market and from
dictatorship to democracy; but by 1999 this “transition culture” was already fraying.
When NATO bombed Serbia in defense of Kosova, transition’s trajectory and Western
identification could no longer be presumed (if it ever was so simply cast) as a neutral
world historical rightness. That action required military alliances to identify perpetrators
and victims, and elevated human rights over institutional transformations in the
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justification of force [2]. This return to explicit geopolitical contest was additionally
fueled by the new prices accorded energy, the enrichment of Russia as a consequence,
and the colored revolutions in Georgia and Ukraine. While those revolutions could
easily be understood in democracy’s terms, it was clear that the pretense of political
neutrality of transitions to democracy were gone, for transition was not just about the
assumption of progress, but it was also a matter of choosing orbits of influence and
the terms of normality [3].
The preceding paragraph is my overly simple account of the ways in which worldhistorical changes influence knowledge production in the post-communist world, and
many who read this journal could write a much better account. To be sure, I do not
mean to suggest that such a simple narrative directly influences what people write, or
how they think; indeed, I would propose that this very explicit and manifest pluralization
of power in the postcommunist world over the last decade has not only opened up the
space for more critical accounts of transition, but it has also demanded that those
elements of change that don’t resonate simply with transition culture – like the growth
of crime, the spread of corruption, the disaffection of publics from democratic processes,
and the incompetence of political authorities across the region – become much more
the subject of sociological study [4]. This pluralization creates the space for sociology’s
professionalization, where instead of being the facilitator of transition with studies of
how to make firms more market-savvy, electoral processes more responsive, and
publics more tolerant, sociologists are expected to research questions that don’t fit
simple narratives rooted in teleologies of progress.
That’s good, but it also misses the middle position between the policy advisor working
within transition culture and the postmodernist or positivist skeptical of any association
with power. The terms of emerging democracy can offer just that approach. Engaging
societies whose authorities and publics have symbolically and institutionally broken with
an authoritarian past and are crafting institutions, social relations, and cultural forms that
extend rule of, by, and for, the people offer possibilities for a public sociology that should
not be evaded by familiar stances that bracket the public consequence of knowledge
production1. But even here, one must not rest easy with clever phrases.
Public Sociology in Emerging Democracies
Michael Burawoy delivered, as his 2004 presidential address to the American
Sociological Association, an argument for “public sociology” [5]. He distinguishes
this type of sociology from three other dominant American types – professional, critical,
and policy sociology. As Zussman and Mira write in their introduction to a volume
debating his address:
Professional sociology, Burawoy acknowledges, is the sine qua non of other
sociologies, supplying “true and tested methods, accumulated bodies of knowledge,
orienting questions, and conceptual frameworks.” In contrast, critical sociology is the
“conscience of professional sociology,” constantly questioning the foundations, both
normative and descriptive, of professional research programs. Critical sociology insists
that sociology “confront the pressing cultural and institutional problems of the time”
1
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rather than lapsing into obsessive attention to issues of “technique and specialization”.
Yet critical sociology, as Burawoy understands it, is also marked by its unrepentant
academic character, a preoccupation with abstract research programs rather than the
common sense and actual experiences of those for whom it purports to speak. Policy
sociology, unlike either professional sociology or critical sociology, does speak to
audiences beyond the university. But it does so, Burawoy argues, “in the service of a
goal defined by a client”, and provides “solutions to problems” formulated elsewhere,
or particularly in its pathological forms, “legitimates solutions that have already been
reached” public sociology is bound to civil society – that vast array of associations
and movements that stand apart from both the state and economy [5, P. 5–6].

In many ways, Burawoy’s argument for public sociology seems ideally suited to a
sociology of emerging democracies to the extent that this sociology is figuring how
knowledge production might be used in the service of democracy’s extension. After all,
Burawoy encourages the engagement of civil society, central to the development of
emerging democracies. At the same time, he does not sufficiently engage several dimensions
critical to emerging democracies, a limitation I hope this article helps remedy.
On the one hand, one must recognize that equality in the postcommunist world has
different cultural connotations than it does in other spaces, given its association with
the dictatorial form emerging democracies seek to supersede. This is especially true
when it comes to gender relations, and how advocates of patriarchy invoke associations
of feminism and communism [6]. Additionally, postcommunist countries face even
more vexing definitions of the proper public reference in democratic discourse. While
independence has been identified as the third leg of the triple transition, interdependence
and membership in transnational bodies has often been the vehicle of assuring autonomy
from old relations of dependence. In such circumstances, the public is not only one’s
citizenry, but also a broader transnational democratic imaginary and domain into which
postcommunist nations work to find their place. These two issues complicate our
sense of democracy in emerging democracies, and that is all to the good.
Given how frequently the term is used, and the terrific consequence of that use,
democracy’s meaning might appear to be simply evident. Of course scholars can
deconstruct any term and debate any operationalization, but concern for democracy’s
connotation is more than an academic matter. Authorities of various sorts allocate
resources depending on a nation’s association with it. Activists can sacrifice their
lives to realize it. With those political investments, the pressure to normalize democracy’s
meaning is huge. However, to associate democracy with any authority is intellectually
misleading if not also ethically dangerous.
When a word lives with qualifiers (in democracy’s case, the words liberal, social,
representative, and direct begin the list), one can assume that no authority can define
universally what it means2. At least one should consider democracy in terms of degrees,
and how any empirical case varies in its approximation of democracy’s ideals.
2

I draw substantially from here on the fall 2008 seminar in the sociology of emerging democracies
at the University of Michigan. I am indebted to all its participants, both visiting professors and
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The Freedom House rankings of countries across the world suggest that one can
quantify those degrees, but which variables for assessing democracy matter most?
Charles Tilly offers one critical starting point when he wrote that a society is
“democratic to the degree that political relations between the state and its citizens
feature broad, equal, protected, and mutually binding consultation” [7, 8]. That very
approach signals, then, how one might interrogate any existing case, and even inspire
mobilizations in democracy’s defense within societies. It is especially useful when
democracy comes to define the discursive terrain on which various authorities and
movements contest one another.
For example, how does one engage Vladimir Putin’s claim that Russia offers the
world another version of democracy different from what is dominant in the West, one
called “sovereign democracy”? It’s important to address what is implicit in that label
– that democracy within societies is linked to the geopolitics defining relations among
states, but that is something to which I return. But what is clear is that adjectives
rarely supplant the importance of analysis. In the case of sovereign democracy, one
might bring Tilly together with the work of Andrew Wilson and examine how various
political technologies mirror democratic practices, but in fact subvert the very moral
sense of broad, equal, protected and mutually binding consultations between state
and society [9, 10]. That’s very important work, clarifying the various layers of
appearance and substance in democracy’s practice. But it also makes it harder to
identify which democracies are emerging, and which are still embedded in authoritarian
cultures.
Although our political imagination is categorical, and drives us to ask which society
is which, we should appreciate that societies differ more in degree than by category.
Sociologists should therefore work toward identifying ways to indicate how much an
authoritarian past is left behind, and how much we can anticipate democratic futures
as a smooth extension of the present in any particular case.
We can look, for example, at the extent to which the old nomenklatura and their
kin remain in power [11, 12]. At the same time, we should also be able to consider
how participation of those networks and parties associated with the authoritarian past
in governance actually help to consolidate democracy’s practice [13]. Finally, we
should also be willing to consider the extent to which those formerly in the democratic
opposition once in power adopt practices of governance that resemble their authoritarian
predecessors. Certainly the dilemmas of interpreting the rule of Mikheil Saakashivili
in Georgia illustrate this challenge [14].
How authorities and civil societies address past crimes of their co-nationals might
just be the very indicator one should consider in order to assess the grip of an
authoritarian past. For example, one might compare how Poles have come to terms
with the multiple national associations of Auschwitz or even more powerfully their
own implications in horrors like Jedwabne [15, 16]. One could consider how Turks
reflect on the fate of Armenians and other minorities in the waning years of the
Ottoman Empire and its successor state [17]. One might reflect on how Russians
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recognize the Gulag and the lessons it offers for that country’s future. Some might
even argue that such a reckoning with past crimes is the central symbolic break that
indicates commitment to democracy3. At the same time, others have argued that a
focus on past crimes could decrease the likelihood of the compromises enabling
democratic futures. This area, while embedded in arguments of real political passion,
deserves more substantial sociological study to turn this matter of huge public
consequence into a site of greater reason, more sophisticated argumentation, and
better evidence. Debates around Jedwabne and the Armenian genocide suggest just
that possibility.
Democracy, however, is not just a matter of principle and reasoned discussion.
It’s also associated with geopolitical alliances, sets of institutions and social relations,
and ensembles of culture, symbols, and attitudes that have real interests and stakes.
A realist, rather idealist, public sociology of emerging democracies needs to take into
account those very power relations in ways that the transition culture of the 1990s
evaded.
That culture was relatively simple; a substantial amount of work addressed how
constitutions, elections, and governments might be designed; how laws might be
composed that assured proper foreign direct investment and the emergence of a
powerful indigenous middle class; how rights might be recognized in law and in everyday
practice. Power relations were of course recognized, but more in terms of gradations
of influence and authority, and less in terms of friends and enemies. That changed
after the colored revolutions at the turn of the millennium. The ouster of Milosević in
Serbia meant not only the need to craft democratic institutions, but also to develop
transitional justice after war, to recognize the guilty and innocent; Georgia’s Rose
Revolution and Ukraine’s Orange Revolution not only invited more democratic
practices, but also challenged the region’s geopolitics. Even the study of elections
acquired a new power-laden accent.
Some would argue that studying how to make valid elections is the central issue
that students of emerging democracies might engage. After all, by having elections,
and especially by submitting them to international monitors, authorities implicitly accept
that evaluations of fairness and procedural rationality can be offered by those beyond
the nation itself. When linked to the global reference of good social science, the
universalism of scholarship and the universalism of electoral rationality can be joined.
But focus on these elections goes beyond these affinities. Elections have become the
moments when societies mired in authoritarian practices might break free into the
terrain of emerging democracies. That, at least, is the narrative surrounding the
optimism following the Rose and Orange revolutions.

3
Rachel Schroeder is working on this very theme in her dissertation, in preparation, “To Remember
in a World of Silence and Forgetting: The Soviet Gulag and the Dynamics of Social Memory in PostSoviet Russia.”
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This interest in movements resisting corrupt electoral outcomes builds on a tradition
within sociology that moves beyond the sociological methods and especially the
normative penumbrae associated with studying movements in more consolidated
democracies [18]. Rather than treat movements as ways to complement existing
political institutions, movements might be considered as the means to develop new
democratic norms and forms within more authoritarian societies [19, 20]. By studying
the movements and protests around corrupt electoral outcomes, scholars build on this
revolutionary tradition and, to the extent subsequent revolutionaries learn from these
past examples, actually contribute to the development of democracies [21]. Indeed, it
might go even further than comparisons and lessons; social sciences have also been
directly involved in providing support for the democratic critique of corrupt practices.
The systematic social scientific critique of the abuses of the electoral process in
Armenia’s last presidential election exemplifies how scholarship can be put directly in
the service of democracy’s extension [22]. Geopolitics, however, ultimately complicates
this neat association between social science and democracy.
The relative silence of organizations dedicated to democracy’s extension around
this Armenian presidential election is disconcerting, and reminds one that democracy
promotion is not only an altruistic enterprise, but one that can be implicated in the
interests of geopolitics itself [23]. As Gerard Libaridian notes with regard to those
2008 Armenian elections: “it appears that the West has linked its assessment of the
regime’s adherence to democratic principles to the promise of the government to
resolve the Nagorno-Karabakh problem. Fluctuations in the Council of Europe/OSCE
assessments of elections and post-election developments can be explained by the
degree to which they believe at any given moment he current government in Armenia
will deliver on its promise to resolve the Karabakh conflict or the degree to which
they can push the current Armenian government to make concession on the Karabakh
issue in return for Western sanctioning of the regime” [24].
In the contest over elections, one can view realism and idealism collide, especially
in such circumstances as we witnessed recently in Armenia where the West’s realist
geopolitical interests appear to trump its commitment to democracy. But democracy
is, itself, a cultural ensemble, set of practices, and array of institutions that brings
together idealism and realism both, especially when democracy is articulated not only
with the quality of a state-society relationship, but also the ways in which states and
publics are embedded in a world defined by alliances that make democratic
connotations, and association, a valued good.
In what follows, I propose to take two very different examples – one around
energy security, and the other around gender inequalities – to illustrate how these
very different arenas can be part of a broader public sociology of emerging democracies,
and how each of them might develop our notions of democracy itself. In particular, I
would propose that ensuring gender equality is something typically important to most
discussions of democracy, but to assure its practical extension, might be productively
delinked from democracy promotion per se, especially in places that are not yet
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emerging in their democracies. By contrast, another subject typically discussed in
terms of commerce and geopolitics – energy – is vitally important to the substance of
democracy itself, in both emerging democracies and authoritarian regimes, and might
become a powerful vehicle for thinking about public sociology with democratic accent.
The Articulations of Democracy with Energy Security
One of the reasons transition culture’s hegemony has faded is because the price
of energy—and the value of pipelines transmitting oil and gas from Russia and Eurasia
through these transit states— skyrocketed in this millenium. Consequent support for
emerging democracies was not just about extending freedoms and rights, but about
assuring European energy security4. At the same time, energy security was also,
especially in 2006, understood in democracy’s terms.
In 2006, most of Europe understood Gazprom’s shutoff of gas to Ukraine as an
act of Russian imperialism or great power politics, even though there was evidence
of Ukrainian complicity in the problem’s emergence [25]. In many ways, the aura of
the Orange Revolution inoculated Ukraine from broad European public criticism. By
2009, however, things had changed; criticism over the interruption of gas supplies
was leveled equally at Russia and Ukraine. The notion that there should be solidarity
among democracies seemed to crash on the shoals of European energy dependence
on Russia itself. Although there was sympathy for Ukraine in this circumstance,
there was also greater business realism in the air, as the EU Observer communicated
to its readers:
Most EU energy firms have contracts with Russian state gas supplier Gazprom or
intermediaries. But the Ukrainian side may bear the brunt of attacks due to Gazprom’s
powerful market position.”They will not sue Gazprom because they have signed supply
contracts until 2030 or 2035. And you don’t want to get into trouble with your partner
if you have that kind of contract,” European Council on Foreign Relations’ (ECFR)
expert Pierre Noel told this website”. At the same time, Russian media experts were
shaping the European press, inflating a measure of Ukrainian political incompetence:
“Ukraine diplomats fear that a vigorous Russian media campaign will see Europeans
blame political infighting and high-level corruption in Kiev for the gas mess, damaging
bilateral relations. … [26]

Although I have not yet pursued this comparison between 2006 and 2009
systematically in terms of its articulation with democracy, others have viewed another
energy matter precisely in these terms: the Baku-Tblisi-Ceyhan oil pipeline, connecting
Caspian Sea Oil to the west, moving through territories beyond Russia’s control.
One scholar, S. Frederick Starr, identifies this as more than a project in energy
diversification, and rather as a vehicle of modernity in civic, political, and economic
terms for its host countries [27]. He writes,

4
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Development issues have loomed far larger in the BTC project than in most other
such undertakings. Their centrality has meant that the process of designing,
constructing and managing the pipeline has been no less important to the pipeline’s
success than the mere putting in place of the steel tube. The heart of this process has
been an intensive process of consultation that has already run to several thousand
meetings. Virtually anyone affected by the work has been given an opportunity to
register his or her concerns. Anyone confused about how and where to do so could
consult the Citizens Guide that BP issued and disseminated widely.
An international board of experts, the “Caspian Development Advisory Panel”
introduced further dimensions into the wide-ranging discussion. In Turkey alone the
project affected some three hundred villages, nearly all in the relatively backward
eastern and south-central zones of Anatolia. There, as well as in Georgia and Azerbaijan,
communities were not sufficiently organized to interact effectively with a large
international enterprise. Therefore, the Consortium mounted a “Community Investment
Program” that included assistance to villages in organizing themselves to take
advantage of jobs and opportunities in everything from provisioning to sanitation.

The pipeline became operational only in May 2005, but as one can see from the
publicity surrounding its justification, it was already assumed to be an investment in
democracy as well. One might compare other investments in energy production and
distribution in just these terms, in this mixture of realism and idealism, and ask to what
extent energy investments are framed in ways that go beyond commercial interests,
or even security matters, toward an expression of democratic virtues?
It is also clear, however, that the explicit valuation of democracy and energy can’t
be the only means by which we think about their relationship. Instead, one might go
to part of Tilly’s own sense of democracy, especially around those dimensions assessing
the degree to which state-society relations are characterized by broad and mutually
binding consultation. BTC represented just such a possibility, as well as its challenges.
Elizabeth Eagen draws upon a substantial literature and her own ethnography in Georgia
to identify ways in which the possibilities of broad and mutually binding consultation
are simultaneously extended and limited [28].
In order to become an object of democratic engagement, an issue must become
prominent in the public imagination. BP and Georgia itself invested in that very effort,
among other things putting into the National Museum materials about the pipeline and
the company. At the same time, during Eagen’s 2006 ethnography, BP officials were
already worried that too much was expected of the company and the pipeline, and
part of BP’s public engagement was to lower expectations. Regardless of this
management of public expectations, BP fostered consultation about an investment
that is not typically on the public agenda in the postcommunist world, and insufficiently
apparent within consolidated democracies.
Democracy was not only extended by the work of BP, however. In fact, one might
say that civil society was enhanced in opposition to BP. As one representative of the
Revenue Watch program at Open Society Foundation Georgia told Eagen: “Civil society
has no information about where the revenue goes and no idea about it, and we want
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to make this idea popular in the society, to engage society in this project, to make it
clear that it’s important for the Georgian budget” [29].
The development of civil society is even more complicated than this, and certainly
moves beyond simple notions of civil society vs. the state. Sometimes, the stimulation
of civil society occurred within BP’s own contradictions.
Together with the Eurasia Foundation Georgia, BP created a “Pipeline Monitoring
and Dialogue Initiative” (PMDI), which aimed to help civil society actors monitor the
ways in which BP was actually maintaining its commitments. The organizations
themselves became disaffected, however. Eagen writes,
The confusion over the purpose of this project led to a loss of faith for some NGOs
in BP’s monitoring process. “They gave money to Eurasia to monitor BP… but the
reports would go first to BP, and the NGOs had to sign an agreement that they didn’t
have rights to open it to a third party. So it was saying it was like monitoring and some
NGOs who were monitoring said that they were disappointed and it was not” [30]. In
this case the confusion about BP’s purpose loosened their hold on their message;
opacity is the opposite of transparency, and indicated to local NGOs that the monitoring
was not the open conversation it should have been.

Unintended consequences are not only negative, or problematic. Sometimes it is
useful to see how there can be unexpected consequences that are actually quite
positive, as Eagen discovered:
In 2004, Dr. Rema Gvamichava, a highly respected Georgian oncologist, received
funding from BP for a project to have a team of doctors from the Cancer Prevention
Center travel along the pipeline in Azerbaijan and in Georgia to do pre-cancer screenings
and public awareness campaigns. The objectives of the center focus on the early
detection and prevention of cancer, and also on palliative care; the organization
established the first hospice in the South Caucasus in 2003. In an interview with BP’s
public spokesperson, she said that they chose to fund this program because it
complemented their goals, even though it was somewhat ad hoc, because “then if a
person is diagnosed, he automatically becomes part of the health system with
treatment” that BP is partially funding under their original social investment plan.
By making the connection between BP’s health priorities and his own organization’s
goals, Gvamichava is the perfect example of the entrepreneurial NGO leader’s
understanding of the importance of space and place to investors and to local actors.
The pipeline gives the project symbolic meaning of geography, while complementing
the goals of the multinational corporation. BP’s corporate social responsibility has
set up the expectation that Gvamichava can appeal to them to solve a problem that he
sees in society, and BP receives the benefit that their investment becomes a symbol to
raise awareness of cancer. BP has changed the repertoire of political action available
to local actors and advocates for development and institutional change.

Eagen brilliantly extends the point about BP/BTC and its democratic connotations.
It’s not only in BP’s funding of civil society organizations, or even in stimulating
debate by their presence; rather, it is in creating, even unintentionally, critique of its
own work and possibilities for civil society’s development beyond their own anticipation
that democracy is extended. By creating a set of expectations, and a repertoire of
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actions, around the social responsibility of BP and its pipeline, one might argue that
concerns for energy security in Europe actually helped to fuel democracy’s
development in Georgia.
Of course it is not that simple, as Eagen herself is aware. One can’t assume that
protest or civil society’s development directly enhances democracy’s quality. In fact,
Andrew Barry has argued that transparency around BTC information itself became
an object of contention that developed in such a way that instead of transparency
facilitating open and reasoned discussion, it debilitated it. Debates about the quality of
the information, and the trustworthiness of the actors providing it, turned what was
promised to be an exercise in democracy’s communicative rationality into a contest
that soured relations among local communities, NGOs, various levels of the state, and
the company itself [31].
In short, one needs to address the qualities of emerging democracies not only in
terms of the fairness of elections, but on how publically consequential issues are
brought to the public sphere, and the qualities of discussion that ensue. We might take
Craig Calhoun’s more general method for analyzing the public sphere and ask, then,
how critical issues like energy production, distribution, and consumption are embedded
in the public sphere and its potentials for communicative rationality:
We need to ask how responsive public opinion is to reasoned argument, how well
any potential public sphere benefits from the potential for self correction and collective
education implicit in the possibilities for rational-critical discourse. And we need to
know how committed participants are to the processes of public discourse and through
that to each other. Finally, and not least of all, we need to ask how effectively the public
opinion formed can influence social institutions and wielders of economic, political, or
indeed cultural power [32].

In this appeal to the power of public opinion and the value of public discourse, we
also can see the ways in which a public sociology of emerging democracies moves
beyond the question of the mobilization of social movements. It’s definitional that a
public sociology of emerging democracies cannot identify simply with the authorities
of any societies, even developed democratic ones. But it’s difficult for a public sociology
to develop a solidary sociology with civil society itself given the ways in which different
organizations within civil society, and modes of communication associated with them,
vary in their resonance with the principles of democracy that Tilly identified.
While that might be general advice, it’s especially important in emerging
democracies precisely because the institutional foundations of democracy are more
precarious. Dare we ask whether movements of a certain character might deepen
democracy in more consolidated democracies while in emerging democracies they
might play into the hands of authoritarian inclinations? If we risk posing such a question,
how would we recognize these movements, and avoid allowing such judgments to
play into politicized hands?
Public sociology must maintain that critical distance from power relations of all
sorts, especially in emerging democracies; at the same time, to fail to take into account
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how interests and power work to establish what is democratic and what is not is
naïve at best. While these issues can be pursued in relation to the big power politics of
military alliances, contested elections, and energy, they might also be engaged most
powerfully in the micropolitics of the community and in gender relations even when
development and freedom are the key concerns at stake.
Gender, Rights, and Freedom within and beyond Emerging Democracies
Addressing gender inequalities offers a key approach in the public sociology of
emerging democracies, precisely because authorities typically defend their national
prerogatives against universalizing standards by invoking the private realms of sex
and family [33]. At the same time, assessing the status of women in particular is not
only central to understanding the degree to which a society is democratic in the terms
Tilly outlines, but also the conditions for economic development and freedom’s extension
[34]. With those universalizing claims, the status of women becomes a foundation in
which both authorities beyond the nation and transnational publics can engage other
societies [35]. But this very set of assumptions invites several powerful questions,
with one of the best starting points being the work of Amartya Sen.
“It is possible to argue that human rights are best seen as rights to certain specific
freedoms, and that the correlate obligation to consider the associated duties must also
be centered around what others can do to safeguard and expand these freedoms”,
writes Sen [36]. But this is not the same as capabilities. “Capability concentrates on
the opportunity to be able to have combinations of functionings (including, in this case,
the opportunity to be well-nourished), and the person is free to make use of this
opportunity or not. A capability reflects the alternative combinations of functionings
from which the person can choose one combination”[36].
This notion of capability in the end is not only a set of capacities, but a question of
normative choice, enabled by public reasoning, to find the right combination of
capabilities, and the comparison of their values, as Sen indicates: “the need for
transparent valuational scrutiny of individual advantages and adversities, since the
different functionings have to be assessed and weighted in relation to each other, and
the opportunities of having different combinations of functionings also have to be
evaluated” [37].
I find Sen particularly helpful because public discussion can lead to new recognition
of what freedoms are important. He elaborates,
even with given social conditions, public discussion and reasoning can lead to a
better understanding of the role, reach and the significance of particular capabilities.
For example, one of the many contributions of feminist economics has precisely been
to bring out the importance of certain freedoms that were not recognised very clearly
— or at all — earlier on; for example, freedom from the imposition of fixed and timehonoured family roles, or immunity from implicit derogation through the rhetoric of
social communication” [37].

Sen is especially useful to thinking about freedom and gender inequality, as his
article on the subject suggests. Indeed, while he analyses various forms of gender
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inequality on which one might focus, he also makes not only a theoretical but empirical
argument about how gender equality extends the good society: “The expansion of
women’s capabilities not only enhances women’s own freedom and well-being, it
also has many other effects on the lives of all. An enhancement of women’s active
agency can contribute substantially to the lives of men as well as women, children as
well as adults: many studies have demonstrated that the greater empowerment of
women tends to reduce child neglect and. mortality; to decrease fertility and
overcrowding, and more generally to broaden social concern and care” [37].
Freedom and democracy are not only virtuous but also productive, at least when it
comes to its manifestation through gender equality. Concern for equality is not only a
way of expressing democracy’s idealism, then, but is an embrace of realism in emerging
democracies if economic development is part of what legitimates these
governmentalities.
While it might be true that gender equality and freedom’s extension is good for
development and simultaneous with democracy’s extension, it too often comes with a
liberal imperialist accent, one that is immediately recognizable in the history of
capitalism’s nineteenth and twentieth century expansions5. Indeed, to address these
issues in the postcolonial world is simpler than in the postcommunist, given that the
system of domination from which democracies have emerged in the latter purported
to emancipate women. This is especially evident in Central Asia, where the status of
women, and their veil, became a central object around which the contest over political
authority raged [38, 39]. Deniz Kandiyoti is especially helpful in thinking about how
this gender agenda is tied to democracy promotion in this latter era.
However, the liberal/egalitarian discourse promoted by the international donor
community and the NGOs implementing their programmes have cohabited uneasily
with the state-sponsored revival of national traditions and the growing influence of
diverse Islamist tendencies at the grass roots. Compromises were easiest to achieve
around ‘developmental’ goals such as equipping women with new skills to survive in
a market economy (hence the emphasis on female entrepreneurship), poverty alleviation
through gender-targeted micro-credit initiatives and health campaigns to combat infant
mortality and promote family planning. The continuation of these initiatives was,
furthermore, predicated upon the health of government–NGO relations and sustainable
funding, hence their extreme fragility. While the ‘market transition assistance’
component of donor-funded aid packages, and gender-targeted NGO projects, were
more readily accepted, democracy-promotion initiatives (focusing on human rights,
freedom of speech and association and political liberalization) met with much greater
resistance. A clampdown on the NGO sector followed the ‘colour revolutions’ in Georgia,
Ukraine and Kyrgyzstan when civil society organizations were accused of furthering
the political objectives of their foreign donors and imposing an ‘alien’ ideology of
state–citizen relations. The women’s NGO sector in Uzbekistan experienced its own
share of this backlash and was, henceforth, subjected to vetting by the Women’s
Committee of Uzbekistan.82 A full frontal ideological attack on the ‘values’ of the
5

Keck and Sikkink illustrates this most powerfully with regard to Chinese footbinding
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West—liberalism, individualism and materialism— was accompanied by elaborations
of the notion of ‘Eastern’ democracy, resting on the values of collectivism, paternalism
and the priority of public values. The liberal discourse on gender equality, that made
its appearance in post-Soviet Central Asia through the unfamiliar technologies of
‘gender-awareness’ and ‘gender training’, could be easily dismissed as unwanted
imports.83 [40].”

Thus, rather than present the empowerment of women as part of democracy’s
extension, sometimes distance from Western democracy promotion needs to be
maintained in order to assure the efficacy of these gender politics! It’s certainly true
that the empowerment of women, definitionally, extends democracy along one of its
axes; but at the same time, given the ways in which gender can be used as a tool of
geopolitical interests, its relationship to democracy’s extension can be complicated.
This can be seen in at least two ways – around the problematic association of gender
equality with foreign values, on the one hand, and the complications of recognizing
grass roots democracy and its implications for gender equality, on the other.
Meghan Simpson is particularly helpful in addressing this first issue, by encouraging
us to consider how the local is conceived, especially when so much of the discourse
of empowerment has been occupied by western funded NGOs. She encourages us to
rethink “the multilayer and multilevel processes by which contexts—communities
and territories—are structured, defined, or imagined.” This is especially important,
when we think about the relationship between donors and indigenous leaders in the
public sphere. As Simpson explains,
Here, a complicated situation arises: first, successful NGOs are commended for
their degree of “Westernness”. These organizations are “free”, unburdened by culture,
kinship ties or other “uncivil” means or forms of affiliation, and relied upon to
disseminate resources and knowledge. Yet, assuming Easternness, many attribute
organizations’ achievements and partnerships to clan linkages—among NGOs, donor
organizations, and state structures. In fact, NGOs that regularly receive basic grants
and support from donors are not universally respected among women’s organizations.
Increasingly, an emerging, elite core of well-established urban leaders of women’s
NGOs in many ways displays the same “patronizing attitude” suggested as characteristic
of administrators of gender programs. Finally, while support for individual NGOs through
trade or economic activities provides numerous benefits to women, such as participation
in informal support networks, in discussions with NGO participants, such endeavours
are only mentioned with reluctance—and largely as a fact of the low status granted to
small trade, the perceived Easternness of work in bazaars (as improper, since traditionally
the market has been the prevue of males), and the prominence of familial support in
these activities” [41].

These observations are critical to thinking about how democracy’s extension through
women’s empowerment works with the power and privilege associated with Western
support. Are there ways to productively delink Western support and women’s
empowerment conceptually, financially, culturally, and organizationally?
At the same time, however, one cannot assume that a gender-neutral approach to
civil society’s empowerment works to the benefit of women or democracy’s extension.
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As Marianne Kamp has demonstrated, such liberal notions of returning power to the
community base can elevate hierarchies and inequalities within civil society to the
disadvantage of women, especially those women who resist, or who are cast out
from, patriarchal family settings [42].
In sum, while Sen and others have made a powerful case for the ways in which
gender equality contributes to economic development, an equally strong, if not also
axiomatic, case could be made for its contribution to emerging democracies. However,
too often gender equality has been the tool of various imperialisms, both communist
and liberal. Recognition of the ways in which women’s empowerment from beyond
the nation plays into nationalist or traditionalist resistance to both gender equality and
democracy is a critical element in a realist public sociology of emerging democracies
and other societies struggling to move beyond those authoritarian grips. One might,
then, think about the ways in which public sociology around gender equality should be
consider a complement to, rather an element, of a public sociology in different kinds
of societies with different degrees of democratic consolidation.
Conclusions
The discourse of public sociology is especially powerful for scholars living in
emerging democracies, as it simultaneously invites them to engage societies’ concerns,
as policy sociology embedded in transition culture might. At the same time, by
embedding scholarship in the mobilization of knowledge for the public good, it invites
sociologists into dialogue with various publics beyond the authorities themselves. By
anchoring that discourse in a clear and thoughtful elaboration of democracy’s meaning,
it also provides a normative foundation for the critical assessment of any project,
especially those that are associated with democracy’s extension. And since, in the
very definition of emerging democracies one has authorities and publics simultaneously
dedicated to extending democracy, sociologists can be allied not only to a set of
principles, but set of social goals whose potential for realization can be enhanced by
their critical address by scholars in support of norms and publics legitimated by the
societies’ organizing principles.
While elections’ monitoring offers the most obvious and ready object of such a
public sociology, it is by no means limited to such self-identified democratic projects.
Indeed, as I have tried to demonstrate, energy security and gender inequalities are
both critical elements in the public sociology of democracy’s extension. On the one
hand, gender’s address is central to understanding the dynamics by which broader
categories of citizenry can be empowered to engage the state, but given the historical
legacies of imperialism and policies promoting external visions of gender equality, its
explicit association with democratic forms with global resonance should at least be
bracketed. On the other, energy is one of the means by which nations are linked in
this world, and controlling the terms of energy’s production, distribution and consumption
one of the most critical issues for publics to address.
Energy matters are hardly the stuff of democratic debate in any society given the
degrees to which commercial and geopolitical terms define the discourse around those
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concerns. However, one of the most productive transformations of postcommunist
times has been the degree to which concerns about energy have reached the public
sphere and become an object of public discourse. How they might be implicated in
the meaning of democracy’s extension might become one of the most productive
questions for a public sociology of emerging democracies to ask.
While I have identified several different areas that are critical to such a sociology
– energy security, gender equality, transitional justice and recognition of more distant
past crimes, and democratic revolutions, social movements and electoral monitoring
– this public sociology is not so limited. Indeed, it becomes ever more valuable to the
extent the principles of democracy’s extension can be linked to various areas of
sociological inquiry within emerging democracies, and more globally important to the
extent those studies inform how other scholars and publics across the world think
about the meanings and values of democracy itself.
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ПУБЛІЧНА СОЦІОЛОГІЯ В ДЕМОКРАТІЯХ, ЩО
РОЗВИВАЮТЬСЯ: РЕВОЛЮЦІЯ, ҐЕНДЕРНІ НЕРІВНОСТІ ТА
ЕНЕРГЕТИЧНА БЕЗПЕКА
Майкл Д. Кеннеді
Центр демократій, що розвиваються (Вайзера)
Університет Мічігану
midake@umich.edu
Перехідна культура запропонувала дослідникам надзвичайну можливість зануритися у
проблеми центральної політики посткомуністичних суспільств. Водночас соціологи не мали
налагодженого механізму дослідження способів, за допомогою яких наука могла би бути дієвою,
та такою, щоб покращувала громадську думку. Досліджуючи міру, до якої політичні відносини
між державою та її громадянами передбачають широкий, рівнозначний та взаємовигідний діалог,
та аналізуючи способи, в які ці якості демократії можуть бути покращені, соціологи можуть
залучати неакадемічну громаду з метою залишитися незалежними від політичних зобов’язань,
які також містяться й в демократичних нормах. В той час як посткомуністичну публічну соціологію
можна насамперед застосовувати до соціальних рухів, що вимагають демократичних перетворень,
її також можна залучати до вивчення інших питань – від ґендерної рівності до енергетичної
безпеки. Досліджуючи прояви цих та інших проблем в контексті посткомуністичних демократій,
що розвиваються, соціологи мають можливість більш чітко визначити та розширити нормативне
підґрунтя й аналітичні питання більш глобальної публічної соціології.
Ключові слова: публічна соціологія, посткомуністичне суспільство, демократія, що
розвивається.
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ПУБЛИЧНАЯ СОЦИОЛОГИЯ В РАЗВИВАЮЩИХСЯ
ДЕМОКРАТИЯХ: РЕВОЛЮЦИЯ, ГЕНДЕРНЫЕ НЕРАВЕНСТВА И
ЭНЕРГЕТИЧЕСКАЯ БЕЗОПАСНОСТЬ
Майкл Д. Кеннеди
Центр развивающихся демократий(Вайзера)
Университет Мичигана
midake@umich.edu
Переходная культура предложила исследователям невероятную возможность погрузиться
в проблемы центральной политики посткоммунистических обществ. В тоже время социологи не
имели отлаженного механизма исследования способов, с помощью которых наука могла бы быть
действенной и улучшала общественное мнение. Исследуя степень, в которой политические
отношения между государством и его гражданами видят широкий, равнозначный и
взаимовыгодный диалог, а также анализируя способы, в которые эти качества демократии могут
быть улучшены, социологи могут вовлекать неакадемическую общность с целью остаться
независимыми от политических обязательств, содержащихся также и в демократических нормах.
Посткоммунистическая публичная социология может быть применена к социальным движениям,
которые требуют демократических преобразований, в тоже время она также может быть вовлечена
в исследование других вопросов – от гендерного равенства до энергетической безопасности.
Исследуя проявления этих и других проблем в контексте посткоммунистических развивающихся
демократий, социологи имеют возможность более четко определить и расширить нормативное
обоснования и аналитические вопросы более глобальной публичной социологии.
Ключевые слова: публичная социология, посткомунистическое общество, развивающаяся
демократия.
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